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EDI T OR IAL DE P AR T ME N T NO T E

Du ring the last two deca des, as a result of the applica tion of improved machinery a nd scientific methods, production has been developed to the point where we are
no longer confronted with the problem of supplying an
ever - growing market. T he problem of vital importance
today and one for which appa rently there is no immedia te solu tion is tha t of being able to distribu te profitably
the products which indu stry has the present capacity to
produce. It is doubtful if industry will ever be able
to distribute profitably all the products which it can
possibly produce. T here seems to be no limit to the
productivity of industry, but there would seem to be a
limit, finally, to the volume of production which can be
consumed. America n people, especially, have reached
such a high sta nda rd of living that they not only consu me more of certain commodities than ever before, but
they have also been educated to demand a greater variety of commodities than ever before.
T ha t th ere a re me n a n d o rga n iza tio ns who a re ma k ing
a close study of the distribu tion problem is evidenced by
the papers which we are presenting to our members in
this issue of the Bulletin. One o f the most plausible
pla ns for the improvement of ou r distribu tion system involves ma rk et analysis and sa les foreca sting su ch a s a re
discussed in this Bulletin.
T he a u thor o f the first pa per is Mr. Ca rle M. Bi gelow,
M. E., President, Bigelow, Kent, Willard & Co., Inc.,
Boston, Massachusetts. After receiving an engineering
education, Mr. Bigelow spent several yea rs in practical
management work, pa rt of which was in the classical
installing of scientific ma na gement a t the Sayles Bleach eries a t Saylesville, Rhode Island, by the late Henry L.
Gantt.
H e entered the consulting field about fifteen
years a go, becoming chief engineer for an accou nting concern, orga nizing for them a Depa rtment of Indu stria l a nd
Appraisal Engineering. In 1924 he took over the entire
engineering personnel of this concern, organizing the
company of Bigelow, Kent, Willard & Co., Inc., with
offices in the Pa rk Squa re Building, Boston, Massachusetts. T his paper was delivered before the Providence
Cha pter of the Nationa l Associa tion of Cost Accounta nts.
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MA RK E T ANAL YSIS AN D S A L E S C O N T R O L
By Carle M. Bigelow, M.E., President,
Bigelow, Kent, Willard & Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
ONE will question the assertion that there has been a treN Omendous
improvement in the effectuality of manufacturing operations during the last three or four decades. This has resulted
through the development of improved machinery and improved
management methods. In their last analysis, management methods
are nothing but the determination of facts and the use of these facts
as a foundation for management judgment. Fact - finding and
utilization is the essence of Scientific Management. Careful consideration by many eminent authorities gives us the conclusion that
while by no means have the manufacturing functions of business
become perfect, still they have been so far advanced that there is
relatively little possibility of any marked improvement in the
future, without very heavy investment.
On the other hand, due to the tremendous competition for the
consumer's dollar, introduced by the competition of substitution of
one product for another in place of the old parallel competition
where products merely competed with similar products, we find a
tremendous opportunity for improvement in the distribution or
sales functions of business. For example, a recent analysis made
of the cost of furnishing twenty -five medium- priced homes revealed that out of every consumer's dollar spent for furnishing
these homes 58¢ went to the cost of distribution and only 42¢ to
the cost of production.
It is obvious to any one familiar with current business trends that
vast possibilities of improvement in the distribution function are attainable. Industrial profits have been falling, in spite of decreased
manufacturing costs, due to increased selling costs.

SALES FACTS
However, when one approaches the sales problem, one is immediately surrounded by a vast hocus -pocus of opinion, precedent
and tradition, with a marked paucity of facts. The fundamental
answer to proper organization and control of the distribution function is the procurement and utilization of facts. The facts neces-
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sary for properly organizing the distribution functions on a scientific basis are:
I. The product —its acceptability
—its competition
—its products.
2. The market — potential
— standard
— actual.
3. The economic picture —plan of total profitability
— budget of selling expense.
4. Sales control — utilization of market data
— measurement of effort
— predetermined planning.
5. Sales compensation— providing true incentive.
6. Sales records —sales results
— comparison of actual with budget of sales
expense
— follow -up of old accounts.
All sales problems must be reduced to facts, and these facts used
to prepare an economic picture. This is an economic picture of
sales activities in "merchandising ", or, as we prefer to define it
"the consummation of sales at an adequate profit."
ADEQUATE PROFITABILITY:
At this point I would like to interject a few words as to what
an adequate profit is. In the average budget, we determine what
can be sold, usually by guess, and then breaking this amount down
into a production program, determine that we have certain requirements for material, labor and the various types of burden, and extending sales at the expected prices we deduct our cost and burden
items therefrom, and the balance is an expected profit. This is the
common approach to a budgeting problem by an accountant.
The economic engineer, however, approaches the problem in an
exactly reverse manner. He determines first the amount of the
Capital Employed in the business. Whether it is owned or borrowed, it must make a certain economic return. Then, assuming
that since money can be invested with little risk or effort and return aproximately 6%, he states that the minimum return on Capital Employed in an industrial enterprise with all the attendant risks
660
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and effort requirements is at least twice this amount, or 1 2 17o, and
since we must over a long period of time balance periods when the
general external economic conditions are good or bad, that in order
to maintain an economic return of 1 2 % the normal profit return on
Capital Employed should range between 1 2 % and 1 8 %, the latter
to protect those years when it is practically impossible to attain
the 1 2°70.
These fig=ures are applicable to a business manufacturing and distributing staple commodities, with little risk of product or market
substitution. On the other hand, in the manufacture and distribution of a specialty where amortization of the product itself and its
market may be very high and hence involve a marked risk to the
stability of the business, economic profits are often set as high as
from 24°70 to 36%, as an economic minimum return on the Capital
Employed. Having determined what the proper economic return
should be :n the business, then all problems as to market, cost and
overheads should be so adjusted that this economic profit can be
attained. This is the scientific economic method of setting up a
budget, rather than the academic historic accounting approach.
In other words, since a business is instituted for but one object,
to make a profit, determination or standardization of profit requirements should be the first, rather than the last, consideration. In
setting up such an economic program, two important subjects are:
I. To determine the volume of sales required;
2. The sales control or mechanism required for attaining this
volume.
Both of these subjects are very wide. Books might be written on
either of them. In order to properly limit my subject I am, therefore, going to consider market analysis largely from the forecasting phase only and sales control principally from the standpoint
of the necessary fundamentals involved, and its relation to market
analysis.
FORECASTING SALES:
We might define the "forecasting of volume of sales" as
"methods of solving the following problems":
I. What can be sold;
2. How many can ultimately be sold (long range view to determine economic saturation point) ;
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3. Hmv many can be sold next year (short term forecasting) ;
4. Where can these sales be made;
5. When can these sales be made;
Opposite the first three we might write "market analysis ", and
after the last two "quota setting ".
To forecast "what can be sold that one is equipped to manufacture" (as you all know from experience) depends upon a correlation of data obtained from a market analysis. Knowing "what to
sell ", the forecasting of "how many can profitably be sold ultimately" is made from the data also obtained through market analysis —and, in addition, from an economic study of the costs of
manufacturing and distribution at various volumes. In other words,
the economic saturation point is determined. This gives a long
range view of the situation.
To forecast "how many can be sold next year" —short term fore casting—is made from a study of such statistical information reflecting outside influences on the business.
The forecasting of "where the sales can be made" results from a
study of territorial potentialities as to buying power; the forecasting of "when the sales can be made" results from a study of seasonal sales variations. We usually speak of these two problems
of forecasting under the subject of quota setting.
Forecasting is accomplished by employing one of two methods —
the "analogy" method or the "analysis" method.
FORECASTING BY ANALOGY:
In the course of our investigations, our organization has come
upon numerous mathematical devices of forecasting. These devices may be multiple correlation or first differences; they may be
sequences or integrals.
We have also studied numerous forecasting curves or so- called
barometric indices. Some of these curves are the correlation of
certain primary statistics, such as:
a. Carl Snyder's index of junk prices;
b. The composite price curves, such as the Harvard sensitive
price index;
c. The three months' moving average of machine tool orders;
d. Lewis Hanley's P.V. Line, which might be termed an artificial index.
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The use of mathematical devices, or forecasting curves, is only
used in forecasting "how many" can be sold. Perhaps only the
minimum confidence can be placed on forecasting by this method
of "analogy" (i.e., the mathematical method or by the use of
mechanical barometric curves), such is the complexity of variables
affecting volume of sales in this heterogeneous and rapidly
changing country of ours.
And it is difficult to properly interpret these curves, for when
the curve shows a turning point it is by no means certain that it is
a major turning point we are witnessing.
FORECASTING BY ANALYSIS:
We t r y t o do our forecasting work mostly by the "analysis"
method, rather than using the "analogy" method that I have just
spoken of, as we are somewhat skeptical of the validity of analogy
in dealing with economic phenomena.
Who could, for instance, in 1927, by any multiple correlation or
by any quadrature method forecast
a. The change from the silent movie to the all talking pictures?
b. The notable change in policy of the Federal Reserve System?
c. The death of Ford's model T and the birth of model A?
I might give you an example or two of how we have forecasted
by the "analysis" method; how we have attempted to solve the problem of "what could be sold"; "how many could profitably be sold ";
"where the sales could be made, and when ".
COMPLEXITY OF FACTORS:
In attempting to make a forecast, many complex factors are encountered. Some of these relate to the distribution structure. The
distribution structure is divided principally into:
I. Products for industrial consumption, sold to other manufacturers, such as sugar- making machinery, etc.
2. Products for private consumption, sold to ultimate consumers,
such as automobiles, chewing gum, etc.
3. Services, such as banking, forecasting- services, etc.
There are many complex factors, other than those relating to
the distribution structure noted above, that are encountered in an663
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,41yzing market possibilities. One group of factors that have to be
taken into consideration in determining "how much can be sold"
,embrace:
i.

Secular Trend, or Natural Growth

of Business.

,to

The secular trend refers to the tendency toward growth or decline exhibited by many social and economic phenomena which af,fect business conditions. For example, population increases annually, while birth rates decrease; the volume of credit transactions
moves steadily upward with increasing business activity. While the
movement may be retarded over short periods of time, or even reversed, the general trend is constant in direction up or down, due
relatively persistent forces.
2.

Business Cycle Changes.

Business cycle changes are recurring wave -like increases and
decreases in business activity, which occur at more or less regular
intervals of time, giving the economic phenomena known as prosperity and depression. For the purpose of comparison and study
of cyclical movements, undisturbed by other fluctuations, it is of
course, necessary to eliminate the influence of both seasonal and
secular fluctuations. The secular trend may be determined by measuring cyclical variations from a straight line or a curve which has
been fitted to a historical series, either by inspection, by the method
of semi - averages, or by establishing a regression line as is customary in statistical procedure.
Seasonal variations may be measured by the use of simple
monthly means, by a twelve -month moving average, or by the use
of link relatives. The corrections for secular and seasonal fluctuations then become merely an arithmetical application of the variations as determined.
3. The Lag or Lead Concept.
The period of time between changes in one time series and
'changes in a related series is designated as the lag of one series or
lead of the other. For example, price changes may lead wage
changes. In business forecasting, the discovery of leads and their
(measurement furnishes a basis for predicting changes months before they occur.
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4. Factory Costs.
Under certain conditions, a firm may be justified in spending considerable extra money on more intense sales efforts to offset factory losses. If by increasing selling expense by $30,000 for a
period, a loss of $4o ,0 00 could be eliminated from the factory, it
is good busines to do so.
5. Selling Expenses.
Although increasing of selling expenses may sometimes be justified, the Law of Diminishing Returns operates. In the whole
country, sales may be considered as lying in various strata. The
deeper we dig, the more it costs. In a certain territory, the first
stratum of sales, of say $ioo,000, may cost I % ; the next stratum
of $io o,0 00 may cost 5%; the next stratum of $ioo,000, 2o7o. If
the product is one that is supplying an already saturated market, the
only possible way to get the increased business desired is to take
competitors' customers. This cannot long be permitted, and competitors from sheer self - preservation in holding their established
trade, will meet the situation and as a result the industry in a short
time will have a tremendous excess of producing capacity.
Effect of Price on Sales Volume.
With many products it is a difficult problem to determine at what
price the greatest profit can be earned by the manufacturers. This
is especially true of new products of a novelty nature, the demand
for which may soon pass. Under certain conditions, an increased
volume will result from a decrease in price; under other conditions
a decline in price has been accompanied by a decrease in sales; and
in others, an increase in sales raised the price.
There are three prevalent price policies:
a. Selling "at the market ". Cotton is a good example. A marked
decrease in the price of this commodity does not increase
either its sale or its use.
b. Selling "above the market ". Quality goods, goods produced
by a monopoly, and specialties, have peculiar qualities in
that an increase in prices will frequently be accompanied
by an increase in sales.
( Example— Theatre tickets, lingerie, etc.)
c. Selling "under the market ". A good illustration of this policy
is found in the Ford Company. Ford determined what the
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masses of people would and could pay for the car he designed. He set the selling price at that figure, regardless
of what the cost would be under the accepted methods of
manufacturing; then he searched for new production
methods which would get his costs down to a point where
he could make a profit at the predetermined selling price.
The whole problem as it applies to any business is whether a drop
in price will bring the product within the reach of people who have
not previously been purchasing, or will tap a market which has been
previously supplied by similar products. If a drop in price does
neither of these, it results in only a temporary spurt of business,
with corresponding loss of profits. Oftentimes, reaching a new
stratum of buyers results in a loss of practically all the old customers.
The price of goods sold for industrial purposes (i.e., to other
manufacturers) does not affect the volume so markedly as in other
classes, but is increasing in its effect even in this field. When prices
are low, the demand limited, and the market well defined, a reduction in price usually will not increase sales. A good example of
this is bathing suits.
The group of complex factors to be considered in determining
"where the product can be sold" embrace:
i. Transportation. The Railroad, the Steamer, and the Automobile are revolutionizing the distributive system to such
an extent that domestic markets have become national.
(The invention of the refrigerating system allows the
whole country to have fresh oranges) .
2. Credits. The further away the consumer is from the point
of production, the more difficult does this problem become.
3. Laws. Each State has certain restrictions upon commerce,
adding another complicating factor to the market problem.
( Legislation as to public water supply in trains, while it
seems to work a hardship upon railroad companies, has
the result of making business good for paper drinking cup
manufacturers.)
4. Changing Demands. The wants of the public are constantly
changing.
5. Location of Markets.
A. In groups
666
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B. Scattered
C. Urban
D. Rural.
Markets are almost never bounded by political lines. Buying habits, trade practices, laws, transportation and other
factors make this so.
6. Sectional or Territorial Preferences. The classic example is
the preference for brown eggs in Boston and white eggs
in New York.
q. Racial Factors. Standards of living are often established as
much by racial and family training as by income. Racial
groups may not buy because of racial or religious prejudice, or sometimes because of ignorance of the product
and its uses.
8. Cultural Factor. Books and worthwhile pictures are examples of commodities appealing to the comparatively educated classes; chewing tobacco usually appeals to those of
somewhat lower standards.
9. Climatic Conditions. This factor is evidenced in the sale of
mufflers and ear tabs in New England, and not at all in
certain other sections of the country.
Many of these complex factors are the result of external conditions, and the only information regarding them is to be obtained
by referring to printed statistics, or by conducting a market survey by the questionnaire or interview methods. Information as to
other of these complex factors is contained in the internal records
of the particular business to be studied, the sales records, shipments, credit situation, etc.
There are three general methods of securing the facts regarding
the external conditions for determining of markets and sales
quotas :
A. Books, periodical literature, and other sources of statistical
literature;
B. Questionnaire Method;
C. Interview Method.
If the survey is to be made quickly and economically and the
factors that are to be estimated can be determined by a reference to
printed "facts ", then the best recourse in making the survey will be
by utilizing all printed statistical data. If the time element is not
667
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of much importance, and plenty of money is available for the survey, then this survey based on "facts" should be augmented by a
gathering together of "opinion ", using either the questionnaire
method or the personal interview method.
FORECASTING "WHAT CAN BE SOLD ".
An example of forecasting what article to sell that one is now
equipped to manufacture is given at this point to illustrate the
method of approach of some of the above complex factors by the
analysis method. This is a report made for a firm located in one
of the South Atlantic States and having a boiler shop that was
idle. This firm wished to determine what product or products could
be manufactured that could profitably be sold, using its present
boiler shop equipment.
. The general problem for solution was: what additional single
commodity could be solicited that would meet the following three
conditions:
A. Satisfy a growing rather than a diminishing demand;
B. Be sold, profitably, in competition;
C. Require no major changes of either:
I. Boiler shop production facilities;
2. Engineering personnel.
A study was made of various lines of work that the firm was at
present equipped to bid on. Former reports on building locomotives, steel cars, transmission towers, structural steel fabrication —
were reviewed. Steel- making (rolled products), the building of
crusher equipment, pressure vessels, the fabrication and erection
of piping —were then considered. The ratios of labor to material
costs on structural steel work, tank work and pipe fabrication
were analyzed. By this study we were prompted to select steel
pressure vessel construction, in general, as the most desirable class
of business to be solicited. It represented the type of work upon
which the greater amount of overhead could be earned (i.e., the
material —labor ratio is favorable).
The specific problem, then, was to forecast the sales possibilities
of steel pressure vessels for the industries. Before any attempt was
made to make this estimate, the following authorities were consulted:
A. Statistical bulletins relating to the various industries
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studied were obtained in Washington, D. C. Experts employed by the Bureau of Standards and the Fixed Nitrogen Laboratory at the American University, and officials
of the Bureau of Mines, the Department of Agriculture,
were all interviewed.
B. In addition to the statistical data printed by the government, an attempt was made to obtain printed info7ation of the various commercial organizations. Letters were
written and answers received from most of them. (In a
great many instances lists of possible customers were obtained by this method, and information of exhibits and expositions that are held periodically at various points).
C. The various market research agencies were investigated. Letters were sent to all magazines and trade journals catering to the chemical and allied process industries:
In every case a response was received, together with d
sample copy of the magazine. In certain cases, the magazines maintain a very helpful market research department.
Two of these agencies were visited.
D. Not wishing to place too much dependence on statistics for fear of using erroneous data, various consulting engineers were next visited in New York, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and their first -hand information as to the trend of
the various industries was of value.
E. Various trade directories, classified catalogs (such as
the Chemical Engineering catalog) were studied to obtain
lists of the competing shops and their locations.
The following steps were taken in solving the problem:
A.

Study of Types of Equipment.

z, A study of the "unit processes" used in all industries revealed
that many processes require digesting, storage, drying, mixing;
pressure, etc., equipment of steel plate construction. (Secrex
processes of certain industries make it impossible for one to de=
termine all of the unit processes used —and the resulting type' of
equipment) .
2. A list of the equipment used in these unit processes was prepared, together with the uses made of this equipment by the vari=
ous industries.
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Study of Market Limitations.

to

i. A study of the principal competing shops equipped to manufacture industrial plate equipment, particularly digesters, showed:
a. The several shops now located in the Chicago, Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia districts, equipped to manufacture heavy
pressure vessels in thicknesses over i / ".
b. Shops located at Atlanta, Georgia; Birmingham, Alabama;
Beaumont, Texas; El Paso, Texas; Los Angeles, California; San Francisco, California; Portland, Oregon;
Seattle, Washington — equipped to manufacture presure
vessels up to i / ", and fabricate piping systems.
A
comparison
of the freight rates on heavy pressure vessels
2.
similar points from (a) the company plant and (b) competitors'
plants —and taking into account the location of competing shops revealed the Company had an advantage:
a. in area A, on all classes of industrial plate construction, and
particularly pulp digesters.
b. in area B, on heavy pressure vessels, creosote retorts, cement
kilns, pulp digesters.
c. in area C, on large diameter pipe line only (utilizing a portable pipe shop), but not digesters.
C.

Study

of

Industries Shows Growth

of Chemical Industries.

tion

i. A study of the raw materials available in the two areas (A
and B, mentioned above) and the corresponding industries showed
that if the consumer is to be served most effectively, the future development of the industries must be based on a more logical relato these newer industrial markets and to their tributary raw
material resources. For this reason, the chemical and allied process
industries would probably expand in the two areas A and B more
rapidly than any other types of industries.
A

Trend Forecast

of

Industries.

i. An estimate was made of the probable future expansion for
each industry. Not much dependence was placed on statistics for
fear of being mislead by erroneous data. Rather a summation of
opinions of various consulting engineers was used (where obtainable) as a basis for the estimates.
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E.

Selection of Pulp Industry Hazring Greatest Future.
In summarizing the forecasted trends, it was noted that the various industries in the areas mentioned represented cumulatively a
growing, rather than a diminishing field; that the chemical and
allied process industries, as a group, showed a decided trend towards increasing.
Of thii large chemical and allied process industrial group, however, the pulp industry appeared to be the most promising.
Studying the sales possibilities for pulp digesters (and reviewing
the company's several past ventures and analyzing the reasons for
their success —or failure) leads one to conclude that:
A. The manufacturing of pulp digesters represented an attractive line of work for:
I. Work required a sufficient amount of labor in comparison to
the total cost to make it possible to earn a proportionate overhead on each job.
2. Work was "similar to boiler manufacturing" and required no
major changes of either
(a) boiler shop production facilities
(b) engineering personnel.
B. The anticipated trends of many industries (located in territories in which the company was not handicapped by unfavorable
freight rates) was towards greater expansion, and the pulp industry was particularly favorable.
C. This expanding of the pulp industry would require additional
pulp digesters.
METHOD OF FORECASTING ULTIMATE SALES (ECONOMIC SATURATION POINT).
I am now going to give you an example of how we have estimated the market's economic saturation point for a concern making women's hosiery. Statistics were available for this industry as
a whole -, showing the amount of goods produced. The demand for
women's seamless and full- fashioned hosiery in the United States
was plotted, and there was noted a growing rather than a diminishing demand. In comparison with this total demand, the "dozens
sold" by the Blank Hosiery Company for the last four years has
not represented any appreciable increase. From an inspection of
this plotted data we could readily see:
671
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2.

That the Blank Hosiery Company was not enjoying its proportion of yearly increase of business (secular trend) as compared to the business obtained by the entire industry.
That this type of business fluctuated within narrow limits.

ANALYSIS OF TERRITORIES.
Figures were compiled to represent the comparative lapse of
time required by each salesman employed by the Blank Hosiery
Company to travel between the main trading centers in their respective territories, corrected for average automobile or train travel.
There was also shown a comparative index of major customers in
each territory; in some cases this index represented the number of
department stores in larger cities; in other cases it represented
cities of 2,5oo population and over (not listing department stores).
The department store figures were those for cities of over 25,000
population, taken from Part 4 of "Population and Distribution"
(Fourth Edition), U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Census, and from current trade directories for smaller places.
Having estimated the relative distance between the trading areas
in each territory, and from a count of the department stores and /or
cities of 2,500 population, or more, we noted that the relative possible trips per year of these various territories vary considerably.
It was noted that four territories were so large that it would not
be possible for the salesman to see his customers oftener than
every four to six months. On the other hand, other territories were
so laid out that salesmen could see their customers about once a
month. Another view was obtained as to the allocation of territories from which was shown the relative percentage of time available for each salesman in selling, and in almost 4 0 % of the cases
the salesman could only spend about half his time in selling.
EFFECTUALITY OF SALESMEN.
In addition to analyzing the various territories, we also analyzed
the effectuality of each salesman. We tabulated the result of this
analysis, including the percentage of cost of selling per salesman;
of net returns to gross shipments made; the per cent of total ineffectual orders (due to ignoring credit conditions) to net sales:
and the number of new permanent accounts added during the year.
From the study of the figures regarding the present territorial
672
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assignments and also of the figures of the effectuality of salesmen,
one can select that territory and, conversely, that salesman representing a good average of sales volume and not handicapped by:
i. Long; Trips (i.e., not seeing customer often enough)
a. Poor Credit Conditions
3. Excessive Return of Goods.
Assuming that this average territory has been worked reasonably
well, we can then work out an index of its potential buying power,
as compared with the potential buying power of the whole United
States. Having found this relationship, we can then determine
what the total sales of the United States would be for all territories (assuming that each of the other territories is as well worked
as the one we have selected) .
We have assumed that the existing layout of territories and the
disposition of the salesmen have evolved as the company has developed, and have never been examined thoroughly with reference
to the market as a whole, or any external standard. In determining
the standard of comparison which would be external and sufficiently stable to use over a period of years, we have made a tentative evaluation or analysis by states of the potential national market for hosiery products, preliminary to a more detailed analysis
by counties.
Having; arrived at an index of the total potential national market
(summation of states), we next, by the same method, correct the
potential buying power for the particular territory we have selected
as "standard ". Political boundaries alone do not give a good basis
for measuring the potential buying -power in certain territories.
Less than half of the forty -eight states contain four -fifths of the
income and two - thirds of the population. Another point which
snakes State figures unsatisfactory is the fact that fifty -eight main
trading centers draw an appreciable amount of their retail trade
from across the State line. To determine the potential buying
power of any one territory as compared with the potential buying
power of the total United States requires the grouping of counties
around centers for retail shopping. The main purpose of this
grouping; of population figures, and in some cases disregarding
State lines, is to get away from the misleading intricacies of trying
to handle the smaller towns by themselves, without relation to
their rural dependent population. By throwing the county figures
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into groups about the main market town, the chief emphasis is
placed on people as markets, rather than on political groups.
In estimating the total potential buying power of the United
States for hosiery, we have considered two factors:
a. Willingness to buy, and
b. Ability to buy.
The "willingness to buy" is measured by the number of families
in the United States. It is realized that this index does not include
unmarried men and women, but from a study of the statistics one
will find that the ratio of men to women in all of the states is about
equal. It excludes, however, the factor of the number of children.
The influence of style and emulation and economy all seem to
enter into the purchase of hosiery, so that no distinction can be
made. The willingness to buy exists, therefore, directly in proportion to the population, and constitutes the more important factor of
the study.
The factor of "ability to buy" was considered separately, although
it is thought to have small weight in comparison to the willingness
to buy. Two indices were considered in this connection: the value
of production and the income tax returns, by States. Since the
total value of production tends to emphasize the purchasing power
of the poorer classes (the distribution of wealth is allocated to the
poorer classes in greater proportion than the amount actually received) it is believed that the ability to buy in scattered areas would
be over - estimated and undesirable, and this index was, therefore,
rejected. Income tax returns apparently include population as an
implicit weighting factor, because the total number of returns is
likely to vary roughly as to the total population. In order to remove this influence, the percentages of the population of each State
making income tax returns were used. These percentages represent
the potentiality of the available buyers, without giving undue consideration to the total number.
The first step in the process of computation was to list the number of families from the BURE A U O F T HE C E N S US , RE VISE D E ST IMAT E S a s of Jul y, 1925. The next step was to
determine the median item in the family population array. This
item was expressed as ioo %, and all others were then expressed
as percentages of the median figure. This process was used to get
a quantitative relative measure without giving weight to the ex-
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treme items. In order to give this factor increased weight reflecting
the "willingness to buy" as compared to the "ability to buy ", these
figures were weighted and another series of relative figures were
obtained, which were used in combination with the "ability to buy"
index. The next step in obtaining the "ability to buy" index was a
duplication of the first, using percentages of population making
income tax returns.
The median was found for this array, and a new set of figures
was expressed as percentages of the median item, but these were
not weighted as in the previous case. The weighted relative figures of families were then added to the unweighted relative figures
of the percentage of population making income tax returns, and a
composite index was obtained which is believed to represent relatively the quantitative potential market for men's and women's
hosiery.
Having determined the total potential market, we next gave our
attention to the location of main trading centers in the "average
territory" selected, with the proper grouping of counties around
these trading centers and certain counties in adjoining states. By
a manner similar to that used in determining the total potential
market of the United States, the potential buying -power of each
county around these trading areas in the particular territory was
determined tentatively.
The "average" territory selected was that assigned to Mr. Martin,
the State of Oklahoma. The estimated buying index of this territory was approximately I.8°fo of the total United States. This index
does not include two counties, which were assigned to trading
areas in adjoining states.
Since Mr. Martin sells some $40,000 of goods in this average
territory, whose estimated buying index is 1.8%, the total sales in.
the United States should be some $2,220,000. In other words, if all
territories were laid out so that the salesman would not be handicapped by long trips, etc., and each of these territories were as
effectively worked as the "standard" territory selected, it is reasonable to assume that in time the sales volume can be increased to
something over two million dollars.
COMPUTATION OF ECONOMIC SATURATION POINT.
Thus far, we have only considered the potentialities of our mar 575
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ket. The next step is to determine just how much of this business
we can profitably obtain. In other words, we are concerned with
the problem of diminishing returns, or we might better express it
as the problem of determining the vanishing point of profit.
The so- called sales costs are a summation of the administrative
expenses, the manufacturing cost, and the selling expenses. The
administrative expenses, such as taxes, sinking funds for depreciation, etc., do not vary as the business is increased, but are relatively fixed for all volumes of sales. On the other hand, the direct
manufacturing items vary practically in direct proportion to the
increase of business done, that is, the labor payrolls and the material purchases are increased as the business increases.
The selling expenses likewise increase with the amount of business done, but these expenses usually increase in a greater proportion or at a greater rate than the increase of volume of business. A
chart was prepared which shows that the curves of sales volume
and sales cost approach each other and finally cross at that volume
where the cost of selling, manufacturing, etc., exceeds the amount
of money obtained for the commodities sold. It is at this point that
profits vanish. In our calculations of the economic saturation point,
we must determine when we will reach this particular condition.
The United States is divided into some i8o odd territories, and
each of these territories is so laid out that salesmen working any of
them would call on their customers with the same relative frequency; that is, all customers would be cultivated at about the same
frequency during the year. Some of these territories had a relative
purchasing index of only one - third. Territories classed as "A" have
a buying power index of 8.7 to
There are only two of these in
the country. There are three in class "B"; five of class "C ", etc.
The estimated sales volume (per trip per salesman) naturally
is some proportion of the index of territorial purchasing power
already established for these various territories. The total cumulative sales or income that can be expected to be derived from all
of these territories was prepared and it shows that one trip of the
United States is supposed to net about $io 6,0 00 of sales.
As already stated, all territories were laid out so that each salesman could call on his customers with the same relative frequency;
therefore, the total selling costs as estimated are about the same for
each of the various territories.
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Since the manufacturing costs, that is, labor payrolls, material
purchases, etc., vary practically in direct proportion to the increase
of sales volume, it was determined from the Profit and Loss Statement furnished by the Blank Hosiery Company that the manufacturing costs averaged about 8o% of the total sales volume. It was
estimated that a loss is sustained until sales volume of some $40,0Oo
is reached, and also that a loss is again sustained if the attempt is
made to cover the entire United States. That is, when the sales
volume of about $105,000is exceeded a loss is experienced. Therefore, some thirty -four territories should not be "worked ".
We have given two examples of forecasting sales by the so- called
"analysis" method. We do not hold any particular brief for this
method, but as stated in the beginning of our remarks, we rather
favor it in lieu of the analogy method. We have used both methods!
In factory processes, for years, we have recognized the possibility of setting definite tasks for the accomplishment of the various
operations and procedures involved. The application of science to
the selling function is unquestionably in the earliest stages of developm,ent at the present time. I think it is a conservative statement
to say that the standardization of selling activities is at least two or
three decades behind those of manufacturing. For this reason, it
seemed necessary, in order to show you a little of the deep study
which is being put into the standardization of sales problems, that
you be given the intimate details of the examples cited. Undoubtedly, these have seemed complicated, but I can assure you that they
are re'atively simple, in terms of the deep study which must be
made to properly forecast many sales activities.
The reaction of many of you will naturally be that while there
may be something in such methods, they are too difficult to be
bothered with. I want to definitely prophesy that those concerns
who do not, in the relatively near future, make every possible effort
to standardize their selling activities will find themselves forced to
do this sooner or later, or retire from the commercial world.
SALES CONTROL.
From the above, I hope I have demonstrated to you a little of
what is being done in determining what a product should be, where
it should be sold, and how much of it should be sold. Whether the
market determination has been made by the analysis method such
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as was described above or by a cross - section interview or questionnaire method, the first foundation of proper sales control is the
setting up of a process by which, through all sales interviews, market analysis information is constantly obtained, and changes in the
market quickly recognized and evaluated. No market is static.
For each territory under a salesman, a continuous knowledge
must be available as to what the potential market for the product
is, what a good standard attainment in this market is, and the comparison of actual results with the potential and standard. Each time
the salesman is routed to cover a certain number of customers or
prospects, he is given a set of reports covering these points, properly made out, usually on buff paper, the duplicates on another colored paper remaining in the control file. This gradually accumulates a knowledge of the annual consumption of the product by
the various customers or prospects. In actual practice, we have seen
it possible to obtain over 98% of the entire consumers' market written up on reports of this nature. As these are returned, they are
filed in visible files and ultimately it is possible to develop the first
fundamental of sales control, which we call the Coverage Report.
For each product in each territory there is shown the potential
sales, and next the standard or task, often called quota, set up for
the salesman, and finally his actual sales, this figured as a percentage of potential and of standard sales, respectively. To endeavor
to control sales through a mere knowledge of the amount that different salesmen sell means nothing. For instance, one might say
that Salesman A sells $,0 0,0 00 a year, and Salesman B but $50, 000
.a year and that offhand Salesman A was the better salesman. On
the other hand, if Salesman A is working in a territory that has potential sales of $i,000,000, with a standard set of $200 ,000 of sales,
he is only a 5 0 % man in a territory which has a very reasonable
standard set, while Salesman B may be working in a territory that
has a potential of $,0 0,0 00 of sales, a standard of $40, 000 of sales,
which makes his actual 5 0 % of potential and 1 2 5 % of standard.
In other words, Salesman A is only 50 % effective against the , 2 5 %
effectuality of Salesman B.
This illustrates the very fundamental necessity of having a
proper knowledge of market possibilities before any adequate sales
control or sales compensation can be set up for salesmen. With a
knowledge of what the salesman's task is, I maintain that it is a
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fundamental responsibility of sales management that they definitely
determine and schedule salesmen as to when and where they should
call. This information should be built up from the source of the
continuous market analysis, and affected by the Coverage Report,
particularly as to prospects and then as concerns old customers, by
the maintenance of a record of sales to customers and salesmen's
effort. The record of sales by customers is simple, except that it
embodies the important factor of having an annual sales standard
shown for each customer. On the back of this, all salesmen's calls
and special mailings should be noted, and the salesmen's schedule
so devised that it is possible for them to make the standard number
of calls. For instance, certain customers need only be called on
once every six months; others should be called on four times a
month. If such considerations are left to the judgment of the salesmen, they rarely maintain the proper standard. I reiterate that it is
the duty of sales control, by a proper knowledge of the market, the
potential possibilities, and a thorough analysis of customer records,
to definitely instruct salesmen as to when and where to call.
The mechanisms for instructing salesmen as to their schedules
are of two major types. In commodity selling where the clientele is
definitely established, standard fixed routes can be supplied the
salesman; in specialty sales or in commodity sales where there is a
great number of new prospects to be developed into customers, it
is usually necessary to prepare special schedules weekly, based upon
the prior week's call reports received from the salesmen. Properly
devised, the continuous market analysis form can take the place of
the call report.
Summarizing, sales control is exactly analogous to production
control in a factory. A definite knowledge must be set up of what
the salesman's task should be and he should be issued definite instructions, which are easily within the possibility of fulfilment
to perform such definite tasks.
Sales control of this type will invariably increase sales and decrease selling expense over the old hit - and -miss method of letting
the salesman use his own judgment as to when and where he will
call. A powerful tool in realizing the ultimate in such a method is,
of course, the proper compensation of salesmen, which presents as
great. possibilities in reducing selling cost as have been demon 679
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strated by incentive payment methods in factories in reducing production costs.
In conclusion, let us consider for a moment as to why it is worth
while to go to the great effort necessary to establish the selling
function on a scientific basis. As a result of production economies,
we have placed the great mass of people in this country upon a scale
of living never before attained by any nation. We must maintain
this high standard of living if we are to maintain the market for
goods which is the economic foundation of prosperity. We have
very nearly exhausted the possibilities of increasing prosperity
through reduction of production costs. During the next two or
three decades, an even greater opportunity exists for reducing the
cost to consumer and increasing profits through the application of
science to distribution. If we are to progress economically, it is
essential that this be done. Morality, hygiene, ethics, education, all
of the good things of life, can only be purchased through the profits
of economic prosperity. Through the application of scientific management to sales we can attain a greater prosperity in this country
than we have ever realized.
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HO W ACCOUNTANTS CAN ASSIST TH E SALES DEPARTMENT IN CONTROLLING COST OF
DISTRIBUTION
By Walter F. T it us, District Manager,
Tabulating Machine Co., New York, N. Y.
VERYBODY is interested in lower costs, because lower costs
mean greater profits or lower prices. In either case the tendency is to produce a higher scale of living. There are pessimists
today who proclaim that we must reduce our standards of living,
but that doctrine is Un- American and we propose, in this country,
to maintain and increase our scale of living. In order to do this,

E

however, we must eliminate waste.
Manufacturing cost has been the subject of patient research for
many years. We have seen scientific methods applied, wage incentives introduced and automatic machinery take its place in the
scheme of reducing manufacturing cost. Material is ordered by
schedule and all activities budgeted. Accountants have disclosed
losses and suggested remedies, with the result that today we have
lower labor costs but higher wages, lower material costs but better
material, better plants and machinery and better working conditions
but lower overhead expense per unit.
The accountants have done a fine job to date. Perhaps it would
be possible for them to establish a closer inventory control. Perhaps they could analyze defective work a little more closely. Perhaps they could stop some labor leaks that still persist and perhaps
they could go some distance to better allocate burden. Taken all in
all, however, the accountant has done and is doing a splendid job in
reducing manufacturing costs.
But what about distribution costs? Why is it that an article
which costs i 1 to manufacture arrives in the consumer's hands at
a price of 75¢ and shows a profit of 3¢ to the manufacturer. This
terrific spread between manufacturing costs and retail prices is the
subject that worries the management of businesses today because
it is in this spread that most of the wastes of business occurs.
It is true that considerable advance has been made in staple lines
where competition has forced much of the waste out of the cost of
distribution. Yet, in spite of this and even in a business as stand 681
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ardized as the chain store grocery business, we find such an item as
warehouse and administrative expense running from / of 17o to
3 / % of gross sales. Certainly there seems room for argument
here.
Why have accountants kept away from cost of distribution? The
answer may be that in the past two decades all accent has been put
on manufacturing. It was not a question of cost of distribution
when the buyer was waiting to take t 0 0 % of all production. Many
industries found themselves in this enviable position in these previous years. The big problem was to manufacture enough. But that
procedure has changed, as we all know. Another reason that may
account for the accountant having kept out of the cost of distribution is the previous attitude of the sales manager whose compensation was based on volume. He had a well defined idea that the accountant knew nothing about selling and did not welcome the accountant's solicitous attention to the work in his department. Sales
managers in the very nature of their work, placed their accent on
volume of sales.
But general managers when they looked over balance sheets decided that there must be something wrong and soon found out that
multiplication of sales, in some instances, meant multiplication of
losses so they decided that after all, gross sales was a mighty poor
barometer of profit. Sales managers were called into conference.
General managers explained to them that they were trying to make
money. So, the accountant was called in to help the sales manager
out of his tough position. Such conferences are being held all over
the land today and they present to the accountants the biggest opportunity they have ever had. The accountant starts out with the
knowledge that his concern is in business for profit and he knows
that profit cannot be found in the factory nor the general office but
only in the buyer's pockets.
So the accountant decides that he must bring all costs down to
that factor which alone is responsible for the success of his business, the sale to the consumer. True, the accountant faces more intangibles perhaps in this effort but that gives him all the more
reason for attempting to secure intelligent control.
The accountant knows that net losses are the result of some losses
that exceed some profits and that net profits are the result of some
profits that exceed some losses. In either case the accountant
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realizes that he must dig out the losses. Being an accountant, he
will want to go after fundamentals and he goes after them with an
open mind.
He will. build himself a statement starting with gross sales. He
will look at the items of returns allowances and adjustments with
great care because he knows losses are involved in all of these items.
Having his net sales, he will, being a good accountant, naturally,
have also the cost of goods sold and so arrives at gross profit very
quickly. He lists selling expense, salaries, commissions and traveling expense. Next he looks at advertising, then branch office expense, warehouse expense, general office expense, administrative and
financial expense and when he has all these and the bad debts he arrives at net profit.
The true accountant has only started to work at this point. He
knows that nothing is static anymore. He knows that trends of demands are constantly changing. So, one of the things he sells his
management on is the absolute necessity of keeping inventory of
finished stock in tune with the trend of demand. Staggering losses
have been written off, due to obsolete inventory. The ideal, of
course, would be to so balance this inventory that there would never
be back orders nor cancellations on the one hand, nor would there
be excess or obsolete inventory on the other hand. While this ideal
state may be impossible to attain, it should be aimed at.
On the items of returns and cancellations, the accountant will
demand a report as to what, why, where and who. On allowances,
and adjustments, he will endeavor to determine the fairness of each
item. When the item of selling expense embraces salaries, commission, and traveling expense, the accountant will want to know,
first of all, whether the traveling salesman is a salesman or a
traveler. Interesting comparisons of salesmen's entertainment, per
dollar of net sales as between municipal business and manufacturer's business will be made. Comparisons of selling expense in
one metropolitan territory as against another or in one provincial
territory as against another, may be a fruitful occupation.
An analysis of cost of selling to different kinds of businesses has
helped to determine the position of a large manufacturing company
in St. Louis.
Advertising expense may sometimes be profitably broken down
by geographical territories or by trades and in some cases by prod -
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ucts. Comparison of such expenses against known potentials and
actual sales is of interest to live sales managers because such comparison dictates courses of action.
Branch Office expense, Warehouse expense, General Office expense, Administrative expense and bad debts serve, through analysis, to direct action and to furnish our real figure of net profits.
But the net profit is too low. The accountant picks out transportation expense. He knows that steel is moving nearer to Chicago,
rubber factories are being erected on the Pacific Coast, and textiles
move south and west. Perhaps the accountant's own plant is not
properly located. Perhaps warehouses can be better located, new
ones opened or old ones discontinued.
Many concerns handle "leaders" on which little or no profit is
realized, and in many cases actual loss exists on some of these
"leaders ". Who are the champion salesmen in selling leaders?
What business buys these "leaders "? Does such business buy
profitable items also? Are the "leaders" necessary? The accountant will go after facts.
We hear a great deal today about the selection of markets. How
shall a concern go about the selection of markets? Possibly through
the selection of trades with which business can be done profitably.
Possibly through the selection of geographical areas where concentrated efforts will give greater return. Some concerns are going so
far today as to select the customers with whom they will do business and terming such business Concentration Accounts. Of course,
a nice question arises as to whether it will be better to give up districts or accounts and run the plant at lower capacity or whether
such lower capacity will lose more money than the present plan
of operations. Certainly this is a spot at which the accountant may
assert himself in no uncertain terms. Determination must be made
as to whether activities will be continued in the highly competitive
zones, the fairly competitive zones, and the non - competitive zones.
If the business is mainly with jobbers the sales manager will
want to know what the jobber sold as compared with what his
force of salesmen sold for the jobber.
The accountant knows that it costs more to handle small orders
than the profit on such orders. He knows that there are orders so
small that really the goods might better be given away than charged.
We have all heard of the isolated country grocer who splits his
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business between four or five wholesalers on the theory that he is
doing a good turn for each. An analysis made by a middle western
manufacturer disclosed one dealer whose annual purchases
amounted to $ 1 7 5 but whose business cost the selling company $25 0.
J. W. Millard in his book , "Analyzing Wholesale Distribution
Costs" states that the Western Electric Company out of a total of
772, 000 orders showed 3og,000 whose totals ran more than $ 2 5 and
the profit on these orders averaged $10.12 per order. The balance of
46 2, 00 0 orders of less than $ 2 5 showed a loss of $1.63 per order.
A Wholesale Hardware concern ruthlessly cut off loo accounts and
the next year showed an increased volume of net profit of 35%.
The problem of small orders may be solved by resorting to mail
order. But the management of a business must have facts regarding such small orders before they can begin to think about what to
do.
The accountant will realize the value of knowledge as to the exact movement of each item of stock, to the end that superfluous
items or lines may be eliminated. A Hosiery Company, manufacturing 6 o lines, found that 8 5 % of their business was in 1 g lines.
Independent wholesale grocers carry perhaps as many as 2,200
items but the chain store warehouses manage to get along with
from 8 0 0 to i,400.
Further, the item of multiples packed is important. Why should
you put up cartons of 3, 6, 12, 24, and 4 8 if go% of your sales fall
in the 3 and 6 multiple classes? The accountant will not study
market phenomena, buying habits, selling methods, routing of salesmen, setting of quotas, and setting of expense budgets very long
before he will develop intimate knowledge of the problems and,
with the facts at his command, he will get ideas as to tools for effective control of the business.
Perhaps the accountant may proceed so far as to set standards
for selling expense as measures of performance, the same as he sets
standards for manufacturing. In the shop, we have labor material
and burden pretty well standardized. Why should distribution expense not also be standardized? Why do we always have to charge
all selling expense off in any given month or a given year, when we
know that the value of any advertising, or money spent in training
salesmen, carries forward just as surely as prepaid insurance and
depreciation of machine tools? If we bring ourselves to believe
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that this is proper, we will be interested in Mr. Castenholz's book
"Control of Distribution Costs and Sales ".
Perhaps there are many more ways in which the accountant may
help the sales department in controlling the cost of distribution.
But, may we not sum them all up by saying that the accountant has
access to basic facts and he has the ability to co- relate these facts,
to point out to the sales department those places where waste exists.
Waste has never been known to eliminate itself. Something must
be done about it. This something means action. Action must be
based on facts. The facts must be news, not history. Here lies
Opportunity and Privilege for the accountant.
SECRETARY' S CORNER
Th e pu rpo se o f this sec tion of the Bu lletin is to p ro vid e a me a ns o f
direct communication between the Sec retary and the members of the
Association. Th e opinions exp re sse d and the ideas advanced are not
in a ny sen se to b e c onsidered expression s from the Association. 1 a m
alway s glad to have comments from memb ers of the Association on
any material presented. —S. C. M.
I ha ve a lwa ys endea vored in this Corner to a void a ny expression of opinion
which might a ppe a r to have political bias. But recently I received a letter
from one of ou r members who on the ba sis of hi s experience is in a position
to speak with a u thority on a matter which se em s t o m e t o b e of such vital
importance in ou r present situation as to justify some review of his
thoughts. H e writes of the recent proposal of the Trea su ry Depa rtment
tha t the T a x La w of 19 3 2 ca rry a provision ru ling out a s a dedu ction losses
incu rred in 1931 and that the rates of ta x be increased as of Ja n. 1, 1931.
In other words tha t the la w shou ld be ma de retroa ctive.
I am thoroughly in sympathy with his thou ght that even the proposal
of a ny su ch idea is bou nd to ha ve a most str ong deterrent effect on bu siness
recovery. W e realize the Federal revenues must be increa sed; we mu st
accept the proposal of the Trea su ry Depa rtment to increase taxa tion as a
measure of necessity and we must accept our increased tax burdens as
legitimate contributions toward, maintaining the financial stability and
integrity of our government. But to introduce the principle of retroactive
legisla tion into ou r ta x laws is not only contra ry to the principles of democra tic government, but it wou ld seem to be a most da ngerou s su ggestion a t
the present time in view of preva iling bu siness conditions.
I dou bt very mu ch if this proposa l will ever become la w, bu t the proposa l
itself wa s a seriou s mistak e.
So long as our people a re faced with the prospect of ta x la ws which
may affect their incomes of pa st years, they are not going to embark on
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new e nterr rises a nd t hey a re goin g to restrict their buying to the smallest
limits.
As this member writes "If during the early part of 1932 tax rates and
other charges in the tax law are enacted retroactive to January 1, 1931,
it will follow as a ma tter of course that during the entire year 1932
business men and all others will feel that during the session of Congress
sta rting December, 1932, other changes may be made in the law retroactive to Ja nua ry 1, 1932. Consequently during the whole year 1932
when of all times in the history of the country there should be a feeling
of reasonable stability so that business ca n go on, there will instead be a
feeling of restraint and alarm because of the uncertainty created by the introdu ction into ou r ta x legisla tion of a principal which is essentia lly dangerous
and fu nda mentally unsound."
I wish that all of ou r members would read the Bulletins as carefu lly as
the Post Office Depa rtment apparently does. A short time ago we got a
letter frcm the Postmaster at New York calling ou r a ttention to the fact
that in a r ecent issu e of the B u lleti n referenc e wa s ma de to the winning of
a door prize a t t h e Detroit Cha pter meeting and also to the winning of a
similar prize at the Scranton Chapter meeting, and for that reason this
Bulletin was not mailable under the postal regulations which forbid the
mailing of any matter relating to the award of prizes by lot or chance.
This is really most unfortunate because we understand the President of
our Detroit Chapter has an enviable record for success in such lines of
endeavor.
s •
+ r �
W e have not had much outside assistance in the Secreta ry's Corner for
some time and I sincerely regret that I am unable to give full credit to
the a u tFor of the following essa y, bu t somewhere there is a Japa nese school
boy to whom I am indebted for a few chu ck les in spite of the "repression..
T he t itle of the essa y is "T h e H on . Ba na na " a nd it ru ns a s follows:—
"T he ba na na a re a rema rka ble fru it. He a re constru cted in sa me a rchitectu ra l style a s Hon. Sa usa ge. Difference being skin of sa u sa ge a re ha bitua lly
consumed, while it are not advisable to eat rapping of banana.
"Pe rha ps are also intristing the following difference between the two
subjects. Banana are held aloft while consu ming; sausage usually left in
reclining position. Banana are first green in culler, then gradual turn
jallowish. Sau sa ge sta rt out with indeffinit culler (resamble terrier cotta )
and retain sa me hue indeffinitly.
"Sa risage depend for crea tion, etc., upon huma n being or stu ffing machine,
while banana are pristine product of Hon. Mother Na tu re. Both a rticle
resa mble the other in tha t neither ha ve pit or colonel of a ny k ind.
"In case of sausage, both conclusions are attached to other sausages. Hon.
Ba na na , on other ha nd, a re joined on one end to sta m; other termina tion a re
entirely loose.
"And finally, banana are strictly member of vagitable kingdom, while
affilia tion of sa usage a re often u ndecided."
S. C. M.
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Notes on Current Literature
FEDERAL INCOME TAX COURSE. Prentice -Hall, Inc., New York,
New York. 1931. Six parts. Price, $ i o . 0 0 .
This ta x c ou rse h a s been prepa red to present the fundamental principles
of ou r Federa l system of income taxa tion under the Revenue Act of 1928,
throu gh the case, or problem method. T he course is divided into six parts
as follows:
1. Practical Problems. —This pa rt contains a set of representative problems a nd qu estions, most of which ha ve been drawn from actua l ca ses. Ma ny
of these problems and questions are selected especially to bring out the
provisions of the Revenu e Act of 1 9 2 8 which differ from those of prior Acts.
T hey a re chosen to represent the fundamental principles of Federal income
taxation and it seems that one who is a ble to answer them should be able
to solve most of the income tax problems which he is likely to encounter.
They are presented in such order that a foundation of facts and laws is
built up so as to provide for an easy understanding of the more difficult
phases of t h e wor k a s t h ey a r e encountered.
2. Solutions. —This pa rt contains solutions and answers to the problems
and qu estions presented in Pa rt 1 . They have been worked ou t in a ccorda nce
with the provisions of the Revenu e Act of 1928, Regulations 74 , and ru lings
and decisions issued by the Trea su ry Dept., the U. S. B oa rd of T a x Appe a ls,
a n d t h e Cou rts. Any change in these rulings and decisions as a result of
subsequent legislation will be found by reference to the Prentice -Hall
Federa l T a x Service, information on which may be secured from the
publishers.
3. Digest of Laze,.—T hi s pa rt of t he cou r se, which is now in prepa ra tion,
ha s been pu rposely dela yed in order to secure the latest official information
from Wa shington. The new la w, now being considered, with interpretations
of its important features, and a comparison with the present Act, will be
distributed as soon as possible.
4. Regulations Explained and Annotated. —This pa rt contains a complete
reprint of Regu lations 74 and 75 issued by the U. S. Commissioner of
Interna l Revenue, together with a valuable discussion, under each article
of the Regula tions, of the most important ru lings a nd decisions handed down.
5. Specimen Returns. —This part contains a set of specimen forms filled
out for individuals and corporations, and can be used as a guide in the
prepara tion of retu rns.
6. Revenue Ac t.—T his part contains an exa ct reprint of the Federa l
Revenue Act of 1928. In addition, it contains editorial notes which bring
ou t clea rly the cha nges from the prior Act of 19 2 6 .
While this course was designed primarily for study purposes, it is certain that anyone who already knows, in a general way, the provisions of
the Federa l income tax laws will find here a quick and accurate reference
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to a wealth of informa tion on this subject. Also, through the use of the
Prentice -Ha ll Federa l T a x Service (referred to a bove) anyone interested in
this su bject ma y be k ept inform ed of the fr equ ent changes in th e la w itself
a s wel l a s the n ew ru lings which a re ha nde d down from time to t ime b y the
Trea su ry Depa rtment, the Board of T a x Appeals and the courts.

Notes
T h e Newspa per Service Bureau of the McGraw -Hill Publications, 330
We st Forty- Second Street, New York, N. Y., ha s just announced that the
business Monthly, S y ste m, fou nded thirty yea rs ago will be published u nder
a new na m e sta rtin g with i ts Ja nu a r y issu e. T he new title will be Manageme n t Meth od s. Ar t h u r H . Little continu es as editor a nd I rving Fellner as
publishing director.
T he American Ma na gement Association, 20 Vesey Street, New York ,
N. Y., has just announced the progra m of the Produ ction Planning and
Control Conference to be held at Hotel Va n Cleve, Dayton, Ohio, Ja nua ry
19 and 20, 1932. T he su bjects to be discu ssed a re Production Planning and
Control in: T he Ma ss Production Plant, T h e J o b Order Produ ction Pla nt,
T he Mod ified Ma ss Pr odu cti on Pla nt, a nd Long T erm P rodu cti on Pla nning.

*

*

*

Sta nda rd contra ct forms for use by the interior decora tor and his clients
have been copyrighted by the Decora tors Club of N ew York and a re now
ma de a va ilable by that Clu b to a ll interior decora tors.
W e have just received from the Policyholders Service Bu reau of the
Metropolitan Life Insura nce Company, 1 Madison Avenue, New York ,
N. Y. a booklet entitled H o w Exhibitors Are Meeting the Trade S h o w
Problem. It expla ins the pu rposes of va riou s tra d e shows, the ma ny types
into which they ma y be cla ssified, a nd the genera l procedu re to be followed
in pla nning them. Copies of this book let ma y be secu red from the compa ny
upon request.
T he General Motors Tru ck Company has recently issued a booklet
entitled Cu ttin g Co sts in th e Utility Tru ck Fleet. It is a factu a l a nalysis of
the us-, of tru ck s by utility operators, i.e., power, gas, and wa ter. Copies
of this report may be obtained by writing to General Motors Tru ck
Company.
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Applications for Membership
The Executive Committee has ruled that t he name s and addre sse s of al l applicants
for membership in the Association shall be published in the Bulletins for two weeks
in advance of the date on which they are sent to the Director -in- Cbarge of Membership for approval. The following applications will be forwarded to the Director two
weeks from t he date of this Bulletin. Comments in regard to these applicati ons which
are received from members of the Association duri ng this two weeks' period will be
attached to the application be fore the y are forwarded to t he Director -in- Charge.

Baltimore
Bowers, W. W., Rustless Iron Corp. of America , Loneys La ne & P en n
R.R., Ba ltimore, Md.
Hu mes, L.V., Meta l Pkg. Corp., 8 11 S. W olfe St., Baltimore, Md.
Bo sto n
Vogl er, W. H . , N . E . Confectionery Co., 254 Ma ssachusetts Ave., Ca mbridge, Mass.
Chicago
Fisher, Emery J. J., Box 2 00 2 , Ea st Chica go, India na .
Nemec, Miles S., Ju stice Prtg., & Publ. Ass'n, 2 5 36 Sou th Kedzie Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Spitznagle, F. A., Utilities Power & Light Corp., 327 S. La Sa lle St.,
Chicago, Ill.
De tro it
Lee, Ra y W., Fleetwood Uni t F ish er Body Corp., Fo rt and We st End
Aves., Detroit, Mich.
Erie
La mb, E. J., Gu st Kra ck & Son, Inc., 1 01 5 W. 1 8 th St., Erie, Pa .
Indianapolis
Sinex, H . K., T he Perfect Circle Co., 8 Wa shington St., Ha gerstown,
Indiana.
L o s Ang e l e s
Jewell, H . E., Pomona Pu mp Co., 206 E. Commercial, Pomona , California.
Ne war k
Tra utner, W . H., Lehn & Fink , Inc., 194 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, N. J.
New York
Ehlers, J., Berizzi Bros. Co., Inc., 95 Ma dison Ave., New York , N. Y.
Everett, P. R., Ha sk ins & Sells, 75 E. 4 5th St., New Y ork , N. Y.
Ma ndel, J. 1551 Yor k Av e. , Ne w Y or k , N . Y.
Pittsbur gh
Bendig, A. W., Keystone Sa nd & Supply Co., 302 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa .
Cale, N. E., Rieck McJu nk in Dairy Co., Forbes and Stevenson Sts.,
Pittsbu rgh, Pa .
Pr o v ide nc e
Ellis, H . I., 21 Bu rnett St., Providence, R. I.
Hora n, N. E.
Gorham Mfg. Co., Elmwood Station, Providence, R. I.
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Re ading
Ebersole, H . I., Ar mstr on g Co rk C o. , W. Liberty St., Lancaster, Pa ,
Ut ic a
Wein, B. A., Utica Knitting Co., Mill No. 2,60 7 Schuyler St. Utica, N. Y.
O u t si d e of C h a p t e r T e r r i t o r y
Mohle, T . W., Lybrand, Ross Bros., & Montgomery, Second National
Benk Bldg., Hou ston, T exa s.

Employment
Men Available
The fcllowing members of the Association are available for employment:
No. 1301— Practical Cost Ma n, accou nting school gra dua te, Wa lton tra in ing. T en years' cost and production control experience; three yea rs in
cha r ge o f la rge Cost Depa rtment. Knows cost interpreta tion from a profit
standpoint. Good pra ctica l knowledge of the a pplica tion of Sta nda rd Cost;
fa miliar with a ll mecha nica l office appliances, inclu ding tabulating machines.
Ma chinist by trade, Accou nta nt by training, versa tile, ready, willing and a ble
to wo rk fo r your interests. Ma rried, three children, 31 yea rs old. Sa lary
open, location, U. S . A.
No. 1301— Executive Engineer, 42, technical gradu ate, 2 1 years' experience
(E a st a nd We st ) , la st se v en y e a r s managerial. Been in cha rge labora tory,
inspection, research, purchasing, publicity, sales, credits, budgetary control,
sta nda rd --osts, fa ctory manu fa ctu ring, genera l ma na gement. Wa nt s r esp onsibility with a ggressive concern which a pprecia tes present economic era with
its new industria l engineering, markets and merchandising problems. Protestant, married. Location a nd salary open.
No. 1302— Certified Public Accou nta nt will consider the opportunity of
work ing with a n a ccou nta nt with a pra ctice, who is desirous of retiring from
active practice in a few years. References will be given to prove ability,
integrity, etc. Will consider small salary and balance to be used to pay
for a portion of the pa rtnership.

Position Available
The -following opening which may be of interest to our members
has come to our attention. Replies should be addressed to the key
number in care of the Secretary's office:
No. 624 -A— Industrial Engineers—experience in time study and wa ge
incentive work . Shou ld be ma rried, 3 0 to 3 7 yea rs of a ge and experienced
in printing, textile or metal working installations. Applicants shou ld enclose
snap shot of themselves a nd state salary expected.
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EXTRA

ONTO DETROIT!
You have a date in Detroit, Michigan
June 13, 14, 15, 16th, 1932.
Thirteenth International Cost Conference.
Bigger, Better, Busier than ever before.
Technical sessions that will help you in your
business.
Social sessions that will make you f orget your
business troubles.
This is one meeting you can't afford to miss.
DETROIT CHAPTER —Your hosts.
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